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Abstract: Chagas disease, or American trypanosomiasis, caused by Trypanosoma cruzi 

parasite infection is endemic in Latin America and presents an increasing clinical challenge 

due to migrating populations. Despite being first identified over a century ago, only two drugs 

are available for its treatment, and recent outcomes from the first clinical trials in 40 years 

were lackluster. There is a critical need to develop new drugs to treat Chagas disease. This 

requires a better understanding of the progression of parasite infection, and standardization 

of animal models designed for Chagas disease drug discovery. Such measures would improve 

comparison of generated data and the predictability of test hypotheses and models designed 

for translation to human disease. Existing animal models address both disease pathology and 

treatment efficacy. Available models have limited predictive value for the preclinical evaluation 

of novel therapies and need to more confidently predict the efficacy of new drug candidates in 

clinical trials. This review highlights the overall lack of standardized methodology and assess-

ment tools, which has hampered the development of efficacious compounds to treat Chagas 

disease. We provide an overview of animal models for Chagas disease, and propose steps that 

could be undertaken to reduce variability and improve predictability of drug candidate efficacy. 

New technological developments and tools may contribute to a much needed boost in the drug 

discovery process.

Keywords: Trypanosoma cruzi, drug discovery, in vivo models, translation, efficacy 

prediction

Introduction – historical background and rationale
Chagas disease (or American trypanosomiasis) is a major public health problem that is 

endemic in 21 Latin American countries, with over 25 million people at risk of contract-

ing the disease. Approximately 7 million people are infected worldwide,1 and figures 

from 2009 estimated 41,200 new cases per year in Latin America.2 This neglected 

tropical infectious disease is spreading to areas outside Latin America due to migrating 

human populations and is likely to present an increasing clinical challenge.1

The disease is caused by the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi, transmitted by 

the triatomine insect vector. Humans can also be infected through ingestion of contami-

nated food and drink, from mother to child during pregnancy, and through contaminated 

blood transfusion or organ transplantation. Chagas disease is divided into two distinct 

clinical phases, namely the acute and chronic phases (Figure 1). Acute T. cruzi infection 

begins when the parasite actively proliferates in the infected individual. It is generally 

undiagnosed, because of the non-specific nature of symptoms and because most cases 

occur in regions with limited access to medical care. In the vast majority of cases, the 

manifestations resolve spontaneously within 2 months.3 During the acute phase, all 

nucleated cell types in the host are potential targets for infection. Following activation 

of the immune response, parasitemia reduces to subpatent levels (below the microscopic 
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threshold), signaling the end of the acute phase. However, the 

parasite is not completely eliminated, and infection of specific 

tissues persists indefinitely.3 The acute phase is followed by 

a chronic disease phase, which can be indeterminate (asymp-

tomatic) and may last decades. Approximately 30% of infected 

individuals eventually develop chronic symptomatic disease 

with clinical manifestations,3 the most common and serious 

being cardiomyopathy and gastrointestinal (GI) involvement. 

The presentation of chronic symptomatic disease varies widely 

according to disease duration and the extent and location of 

cardiac lesions. Digestive forms of the disease result from 

chronic inflammation and destruction of parasympathetic neu-

rons, leading to progressive enlargement of the esophagus or 

colon. Chagas disease can also be reactivated if patients in the 

chronic phase are immunocompromised or in the case of co-

infection with HIV. Progressive heart failure and sudden death 

are the most common causes of death in Chagas patients.3

More than 100 years since the discovery of Chagas 

disease,4 and despite dramatic advances in modern drug 

discovery tools,5 only two drugs are available for Chagas 

disease treatment: benznidazole (BZN) and nifurtimox. These 

both require prolonged treatments, display potentially severe 

toxicity,6 and have controversial efficacy in T. cruzi-infected 

adults with chronic indeterminate status.7,8 There is therefore 

a critical need for new, efficacious, and safer drugs for Chagas 

disease treatment.

Recent outcomes from the first clinical trials in Chagas 

disease in 40 years evaluating novel drugs from the azole class 

such as posaconazole9 and the E1224 ravuconazole prodrug10 

have proved disappointing. Indeed, posaconazole has for 

example been shown to be non-inferior to BZN when tested 

in murine models of choice at the time (acute model using 

different T. cruzi strains; Table 1 for more details). However, 

in clinical trials, although both compounds had anti-trypano-

somal activity in chronic Chagas patients, significantly more 

patients had treatment failure with posaconazole (80%–90%) 

compared with BZN (6%) as assessed by blood polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) during follow-up 12 months after end 

of treatment.9 These results have highlighted issues associ-

ated with Chagas disease drug discovery and the need for 

better tools to improve translation to humans. Specifically, 

animal models need to more confidently predict the efficacy 

of new drug candidates in clinical trials. This review high-

lights knowledge gaps in that area, fuels debate in the Chagas 

disease research community, and provides an overview of 

existing animal models for Chagas disease.

The Chagas disease translational 
challenge
Issues associated with Chagas disease drug development 

are manifold, from low investment to poor coordination and 

lack of methodological standardization between research 

groups. There is no consensus regarding appropriate in vitro 

and in vivo screening protocols, as well as a lack of bio-

markers for assessing cure and treatment efficacy,11 or for 

predicting patients at risk of progression to chronic disease.12 

In 2009, Romanha et al recommended protocols for in vitro 

and in vivo drug screening following an expert-led workshop, 

with the objective of improving harmonization in the field.13 

This workshop concluded that the sequential use of murine 

acute models of Chagas disease was sufficient to identify 

trypanocidal compounds; chronic models of the disease 

were considered as more relevant for academic knowledge 

of the pathology of the disease. However, these may need 

adapting in light of recent clinical trial data and the US Food 

and Drug Administration Critical Path Initiative.9,10,14 Indeed, 

posaconazole has since been associated with a greater rate 

of treatment failure compared with BZN. This has led to a 

“rethink” of the screening sequence during the drug dis-

covery process and the properties of a compound needed to 

move forward as well as looking at new technologies and 

methods for in vivo testing. For initial compound screening 

and prioritization, a streamlined protocol adapted from that 

of Romanha et al has since been proposed.5

Figure 1 Chagas disease progression.
Notes: Trypanosoma cruzi infection consists of an acute disease phase 
characterized by elevated parasite load (green). immune response brings parasite 
load down to low/undetectable levels. Chagas disease then progresses to the 
chronic phase, the severity of which (blue) depends on time since infection and 
host immune status or genetic background. in all, 30%–40% of Chagas patients in 
the chronic phase will develop clinical manifestations such as cardiomyopathy or 
megacolon; the remaining 60%–70% will stay asymptomatic (indeterminate form 
of the disease). Adapted from Tarleton RL. Trypanosoma cruzi and Chagas disease: 
cause and effect. in: Tyler KM, Miles MA, editors. American Trypanosomiasis. New 
York; Springer; 2003:107–116. with kind permission from Springer Science and 
Business Media.124

Abbreviations: m, month; y, year.
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The drug discovery process has been slowed by the 

complexity and heterogeneity of the T. cruzi parasite and, by 

extension, of the disease models used.15 Drug development 

in Chagas disease is hampered by a minefield of unanswered 

questions (Table 2). The process by which new drug can-

didates are selected, tested, and developed relies on the use 

of animal models. In the case of Chagas disease, available 

models have limited predictive value for the preclinical 

evaluation of novel therapies. There is to date no standardized 

Chagas disease in vivo model for drug discovery; existing 

models tend to be research oriented, and designed with the 

purpose of understanding disease pathology, rather than 

being validated to assess compound trypanocidal activity or 

treatment efficacy.

Even in experimental conditions, Chagas disease models 

involve several often uncontrolled parameters, including the 

relationship between exposure and cure, route of adminis-

tration, timing and duration of treatment, mouse lineage, 

host–parasite interactions, and type of immune response, in 

addition to other challenges such as definitions of cure criteria 

and disease stage (Table 3). These factors may each affect 

treatment outcome, and one should therefore be cautious in 

attributing therapeutic failure to lack of T. cruzi susceptibility 

to the drug tested. In vivo models described in the published 

literature reflect the variability in experimental conditions 

employed by each laboratory. For instance, assessment of 

posaconazole and BZN efficacy from different laboratories 

illustrates challenges linked to the validation/adequacy of 

animal models and the interpretation of data generated, 

since cure rates vary widely depending on the animal host 

and on the T. cruzi strain used (Table 1). Moreover, a lack 

of correlation between animal models and clinical trial data 

has been observed.16

In experimental models, the start of the chronic phase 

depends on the host/parasite combination. It is important to 

take into consideration not only the time course but also the 

physiological characteristics of the infection. Because the 

transition from acute to chronic disease can differ between 

species and strains, it is difficult to define a unifying stan-

dardized model. In the acute phase, the parasites are still 

replicating and infection is ongoing. Although replication is 

also ongoing in the chronic phase, some researchers believe 

that the parasite is in a different “stage” during chronic dis-

ease (ie, dormant amastigote), and believe that results from 

acute models should not be extrapolated to the chronic phase 

until more is known about the disease and drug mechanisms 

(including drug penetration into tissues).

Parasite persistence is a driving force in Chagas disease 

etiology.17 The presence of parasites in tissues has been 

demonstrated in bioluminescent mouse models,18 and this 

technology has illustrated the dynamic nature of infection.19,20 

In the context of drug development, tissue tropism is a criti-

cal element, as it has implications on the drug metabolism 

and pharmacokinetic (DMPK) profile of the drugs being 

designed. The idea of specific tissue tropism is explained 

by the fact that T. cruzi enters most tissues but is cleared 

by the immune system (parasites are often observed in 

macrophages).21

Thus, a test drug would need to access all areas that the 

parasite can, which is a tall order in drug discovery terms. 

Table 2 Selected unanswered questions in Chagas disease

Disease models
•	 in the context of the Critical Path initiative, what is the most appropriate animal model (i) for translation into humans (ii) for the drug discovery 

process?
•	 How could the variability observed in the different models be minimized?
•	 Could the efficacy of a compound in a validated acute model be successfully applied to a chronic model of disease?
•	 is natural infection in an appropriate animal a better model than experimental infection in the same species?
•	 Are chronic disease models involving Trypanosoma cruzi strains less susceptible to BZN better?
•	 Could in vitro evaluation of compound efficacy against a panel of representative parasite strains be a surrogate for in vivo testing in animal models 

with the same strains (especially if the compound has appropriate DMPK properties)?
•	 what route of infection should be used in animal models?
•	 is tissue tropism during the chronic stage of disease important, considering the dynamic nature of the infection?
•	 which parameters should be considered important from a predictable animal model standpoint?
Experimental design (efficacy endpoints, comparators, treatment regimens)
•	 what is the importance of timing of treatment initiation, dosing regimen, and treatment duration?
•	 How would one define cure in a model of choice?
•	 what should be the readout of choice for cure?
•	 what are the best comparative compounds or controls that should be used in the selected animal model to validate test compounds and translate 

to man?

Abbreviations: BZN, benznidazole; DMPK, drug metabolism and pharmacokinetic.
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This requirement is established and is one of the properties 

of posaconazole, which has a very large volume of distribu-

tion.22 It will also be important to understand which tissues 

have detectable parasite levels in the animal model, and 

to ascertain whether the tested drug penetrates those same 

tissues. Drug disposition that does not include adequate 

penetration into the tissues of parasite depots could lead to 

a lack of efficacy. In summary, there is an urgent need to 

better understand the progression of parasite infection and 

to standardize animal models of choice in order to improve 

comparison of data generated and their predictability in 

translating to humans.

Overview of in vivo models
Available animal models used in Chagas disease research 

have shed light on many disease aspects, especially patho-

genesis. In vivo models have also been used for drug 

screening,23,24 where the main objective has been to assess 

the trypanocidal effects of new compounds.

Considerable variability in parasite and animal strains 

has complicated comparisons between animal model studies 

(Table 3). Depending on the strains used, or on the parasite’s 

lifecycle stage, entirely different outcomes can be observed, 

in terms of drug susceptibility,25 death, parasitemia, tissue 

involvement, or the development of cardiomyopathy.26 Other 

issues affecting outcomes from animal models include the 

size of the inoculum, and the animal’s weight, sex, and 

age.27–29 It has also been demonstrated that temperature of 

the environment can affect disease pathology.30

Not many studies have systematically evaluated the influ-

ence of the parasite inoculation route on infection progres-

sion. This could be an important parameter, considering the 

outbreaks of oral infection described in the Amazon region.31 

Oral inoculation has been compared with the intraperitoneal 

(ip) route. Mice inoculated orally with blood trypomastigotes 

showed lower levels of infection than via the ip route, whereas 

those inoculated orally with culture metacyclic trypomas-

tigotes showed similar levels of infection to the ip route.32 

In mouse models, the ip route is the most commonly used 

because it is easy and generally successful, although every 

route is capable of effectively producing severe infection.

Given the plasticity of the parasite and the different dis-

ease transmission routes in humans (blood transfusion, organ 

transplant, and oral ingestion), the inoculum size and parasite 

load might be more significant than the route of entry; even a 

few parasites are capable of producing an infection. Variabil-

ity has been observed with the ip route, and the subcutaneous 

route has been shown to generate more consistent results 

with regard to parasitemia,23 although this is disputed. Stud-

ies using the CL Brener and bioluminescent T. cruzi strains 

did not show major differences between infection routes.19,20 

The subcutaneous route may be considered more clinically 

relevant and representative of the natural infection via insect 

vectors. Ideally, experimental models should favor infection 

models that resemble human chronic infection, with appro-

priate tissue tropism. In the natural infection model, there is 

a likelihood of co-infection with multiple strains, as well as 

recurrent infections, which while more representative of a 

true infection could further complicate the results of readout 

methods.33 Natural infection in wild animals introduces too 

many additional variables that complicate result significance 

and interpretation. In addition, the handling of naturally 

infected monkeys also poses risks to animal handlers and 

laboratory staff via accidental exposure.34

Table 3 Some factors related to variability in experimental conditions in in vivo models

•	 Type of animal host (lineage, breeding methodology, age, weight, sex, genetic susceptibility). The most common mouse strains include outbred 
strains such as Swiss, CD-1 and inbred strains such as A/J, Balb/C, C57BL/6, and C3H. Models may also use various null and transgenic mice

•	 Type of parasite (strain, life cycle stage, potency and source, eg, isolates, laboratory strains, fecal metacyclics of triatomine insects). Trypanosoma 
cruzi strains often used in mice experiments include CL Brener, Y, SylvioX10, Colombian, Brazil, or Tulahuen

•	 Different host–parasite combinations (depending on the immune background of the host)
•	 in vitro culture conditions of the laboratory-grown parasite strain
•	 Handling procedures
•	 Route of parasite inoculation and size of inoculum
•	 Relationship between drug exposure and cure
•	 Route of drug administration, incubation period before drug treatment
•	 Drug formulation (different pharmacokinetics)
•	 Treatment dose, duration, and initiation
•	 immunosuppression schedule
•	 Definitions of cure criteria and disease stage
•	 Readout methods to assess infection and cure (parasitemia, PCR, imaging, histopathology,…)
Abbreviation: PCR, polymerase chain reaction.
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Despite the variety of available models intended to 

simulate human disease, no model has so far emerged as opti-

mally suited for predicting the outcomes of drug treatment. 

Although there are no systematic or standardized procedures, 

mice are the most commonly used animals (particularly in 

lead optimization), mainly for practical reasons. Compared 

with larger animals, mice are cheaper, can be used in greater 

numbers, and are easier to handle and keep. The use of larger 

animals is associated with ethical and cost considerations 

(Table 4).

Models mimicking the different 
disease stages
Acute infection models
Acute infection models allow to easily evaluate the two 

principal outcomes of parasitemia and mortality,35,36 and are 

designed so that combinations of mouse and parasite strains 

result in elevated parasitemia associated with death of the 

animals within a month of infection.13,37 Such models have 

been used to test drug candidates.23 However, acute T. cruzi 

infection is not usually fatal in humans, so these models 

cannot be considered faithful reproductions of the human 

disease course.

In order to follow the animal research guiding principle 

(in particular reduction of animal use) and international 

recommendations on animal well-being,38,39 mortality should 

be avoided as an endpoint, and replaced with established 

humanitarian endpoints such as decrease in body temperature, 

weight loss,40 maximum parasitemia,41 and/or non-invasive 

measurements of disease-influenced parameters (eg, physical 

characteristics or food consumption)42 to prevent unnecessary 

animal pain and suffering.

One perceived advantage of acute models is that they can 

provide results relatively quickly. Treatments are usually 

initiated soon after infection (Day 1 post-infection, corre-

sponding to a more prophylactic model). The approach likely 

favors the efficacy of tested compounds, as parasites will not 

have taken hold of the host. Again, this is a poor reflection 

of real-life human conditions. In addition, it has been sug-

gested that if the parasites and tested drugs are administered 

Table 4 Some perceived advantages and disadvantages of Chagas disease in vivo models for translation

Animal Pros Cons

Mouse, rat, hamster, 
guinea pig, and rabbit

– imitates aspects of human Chagas disease pathogenesis 
(immunological, pathological, and physiological)

– Acute model can provide quick results
Compared with larger animals:
– Practical; ease of handling and keeping
– Lower cost; allows for greater sample numbers
– Small body weight requires smaller drug quantities, 

which may be available in limited amounts during the 
discovery phase

– Some acute infection models do not reflect 
human disease, as acute infection is fatal in up 
to 5% of cases in humans

– Different pathologies are observed in humans
– Lack of correlation between parasitemia and 

severity of pathological manifestations
– in the context of drug testing in chronic 

models, experiments are time consuming and 
expensive; not necessarily compatible with lead 
optimization iterative process

Chicken – Model might help explain the pathogenesis of Chagas 
disease (autoimmune processes)

– kDNA mutated chickens display inflammatory 
cardiomyopathy similar to that seen in human Chagas 
disease

– Not “suitable” for the lead optimization 
process (assessment of trypanocidal effect of 
compounds)

Dog – Considered a good model to study the pathogenesis 
of Trypanosoma cruzi infection: better understanding 
of immunopathogenic mechanisms involved in chronic 
chagasic infection

– Reproduces the clinical and immunological findings 
described in chagasic patients

– ethical and cost considerations

Non-human primate – Could contribute to the development of therapies for 
the disease in humans

– eCG changes in infected monkeys were correlated 
with specific anatomic lesions

– No infected capuchin monkeys display 
eCGs abnormalities and few show chronic 
myocarditis: not susceptible to disease 
development

– Seropositive baboons display chagasic heart 
disease but do not show differences in 
coronary microcirculation pattern

– ethical and cost considerations

Abbreviations: eCG, electrocardiography; kDNA, kinetoplast DNA.
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via the same route, the drug will affect parasites faster than 

in a clinical setting. In order to address these issues, alterna-

tive models of “established T. cruzi infection” are also used, 

in which the test compound is administered approximately  

1 week after infection.23

Currently used acute models are suited to show lack of 

efficacy (eg, failure to control parasitemia or to eradicate 

parasites from tissues); most drugs, including BZN, fail to 

fully eliminate parasites in acute models that include immu-

nosuppressive stages (eg, cyclophosphamide).43,44 Therefore, 

acute models are geared toward rapid screening of drugs 

to eliminate those that are not effective. Acute models are 

used in the majority of cases, because chronic models are 

thought to be inadequate in the drug discovery context of 

lead optimization.

Chronic infection models
Models of chronic infection are either established by infect-

ing animals with small parasite numbers or by administering 

insufficient drug doses to achieve cure during the acute infec-

tion phase.45,46 These mice can survive up to 2 years with dif-

ferent symptoms, depending on the host and parasite strains 

used.45,47–49 Drug testing experiments in chronic models are 

time consuming and expensive: it takes several months for 

mice to reach a chronic infection state, and subsequent treat-

ment courses are extended.

The choice of a chronic model depends on the study 

objective (eg, evaluation of myocardial fibrosis, of 

autoantibody generation, persistence of parasites in deep 

tissues, or immune response). Most studies use time post-

infection to study chronic infection, considering that after 

a certain number of days, animals enter the chronic phase, 

when parasitemia is no longer detected.3 However, this 

definition is loose, and depends on the study group, species, 

and parasite strains among others, and should be tested and 

validated accordingly.

In chronic models, it is important to consider the role of 

host immunity; various knock-out mice may display different 

levels of drug efficacy and mortality. Genetic diversity among 

T. cruzi subtypes on the immunoglobulin profile during 

experimental infections showed a correlation of the pattern 

of humoral immune response with the T. cruzi genotype.50  

If a drug activates macrophages, then one may expect dif-

ferent levels of efficacy and mortality.21

Considering that cardiac disease is the most important 

clinical form of chronic Chagas disease, it could be important 

to use animals infected with strains of the parasite that induce 

cardiac lesions, so that it may be possible to evaluate both 

the efficacy of the compound in suppressing the parasitism 

and/or in reducing the cardiac lesions in an animal model. 

Thus, it would be important to know the tissue tropism of the 

T. cruzi strains used in preclinical evaluations.

Animal species used
A wide variety of species and animal models have been 

used in Chagas disease experimental research, as described 

in the literature. A selection of animal models is outlined 

below. It is recommended that readers refer to the literature 

for additional reading and an exhaustive understanding of 

Chagas disease animal models.

Mouse models
Mouse models are the most widely used animal models in 

Chagas disease research. Models have been developed that 

give rise to organ damage approximating Chagas disease 

in humans. For instance, C3H/He mice infected with the 

Sylvio X10/4 T. cruzi strain display chronic myocarditis 

resembling human disease.49 One of the most widely inves-

tigated mouse models allows for evaluation of chagasic 

cardiomyopathy.51 Early electrocardiography (ECG) studies 

carried out in C3H and C57Bl/6 mice infected with various 

T. cruzi strains reported differences in myocardial fibrosis 

and in ECG parameters.52 ECG studies have also been 

carried out in BALB/c, SCID, C57BL/6, and CH3 mice 

infected with various T. cruzi strains,53 demonstrating vari-

able outcomes depending on the mouse and parasite strains 

used (Table 3).

Various imaging techniques have been used in T. cruzi-

infected mice to investigate the presence of megasyndromes. 

X-ray studies have shown delayed intestinal transit time 

during the chronic phase of infection, and digestive tract 

dilation.54,55 Charcoal was used for the evaluation of intestinal 

motility in a murine model (Swiss Webster) of T. cruzi infec-

tion (Y strain), demonstrating that infected mice presented a 

significant increase in charcoal defecation time.56 Intestinal 

dilation was reported 30 days post-infection in C57BL/6 

mice infected with T. cruzi (Brazil strain), suggesting that 

GI alterations may begin during the acute infection stage,57 

raising questions about the validity of these models in human 

disease. Furthermore, CD1 mice infected with the T. cruzi 

Brazil strain display hepatosplenomegaly, which has been 

reported in some Chagas disease patients.58

Trypanosoma cruzi has been shown to persist in tissues 

of infected experimental animals and humans. Experiments 

in infected mouse adipocytes demonstrated that adipocytes 

are readily invaded by trypomastigotes (T. cruzi Brazil strain) 
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and may serve as a reservoir from which the infection can be 

reactivated. Surprisingly, infected mice gained more weight 

than controls, and those with dilated cardiomyopathy had 

reduced fat stores,59 as a result of decreased food intake and 

infection-associated lipolysis.60 In analogy, T. cruzi parasite 

was detected in adipose tissue of 3/10 elderly patients with 

chronic Chagas disease.61

Other rodent models
Potential therapeutic strategies with a tumor necrosis factor 

alpha antagonist, investigation of pro-inflammatory cytokine 

responses, cardiac autonomic dysfunction, and mechanisms 

that lead to chronic chagasic cardiomyopathy have been 

investigated in rat models.62–65 Together, these studies 

cemented the role of pro-inflammatory cytokine production 

and the parasympathetic nervous system in the pathophysiol-

ogy of chagasic cardiomyopathy.

The role of beta-blockers in cardiac remodeling and mor-

tality was evaluated in hamster models. Treatment improved 

survival in the acute phase, but did not attenuate cardiac 

remodeling or mortality.66 A similar study investigated aldos-

terone antagonism and also reported evidence of myocardial 

protection.67 An acute cardiomyopathy model explained 

cardiac parasitism, cytokine expression, and molecular and 

cellular changes associated with alterations in the cardio-

myocyte cytoskeleton.68 Other models studied ultrastructural, 

morphologic, morphometric, echocardiographical, and histo-

pathological changes from chronic chagasic hamsters, similar 

to human Chagas disease cardiomyopathy.69–71

Guinea pigs have also been used as a model for experi-

mental T. cruzi infection for acute and chronic Chagas 

disease.72 The model was investigated to develop detec-

tion of T. cruzi (Y strain) antigens in urine, to be used as a 

diagnostic tool. T. cruzi antigens and DNA were detected in 

urine samples, and were associated with kidney injury and 

systemic parasite detection.73

Rabbit models
Similar to mouse models, variability in parasite strains and 

resulting parasitemia have been reported in rabbit models 

for Chagas disease.74 There were no detectable ECG altera-

tions in infected rabbits during the acute phase, whereas 

symptoms of cardiac involvement were frequently recorded 

in the chronic infection phase. In this respect, rabbits exhibit 

lesions and characteristic chronic pathology similar to human 

disease, such as diffuse myocarditis and signs of heart fail-

ure. Megacolon was seen in 2/34 rabbits.75 Other studies 

in rabbits also reported parasitological and immunological 

alterations similar to those observed in humans, although 

not systematically.76,77

Chicken models
Teixeira et al have investigated the chicken as an animal 

model to explain the pathogenesis of Chagas disease. Rather 

than parasite persistence, this model postulates that autoim-

munity explains the pathogenesis of Chagas disease. Spe-

cifically, transfer of parasite mitochondrial kinetoplast DNA 

(kDNA) to the host genome may be the underlying factor. 

Chagas disease has been proposed to be a genetically-driven 

autoimmune disease related to T. cruzi kDNA integration into 

the host genome.78,79 A chicken model evaluating the effect 

of genotype alterations on autoimmune processes found that 

kDNA-mutated chickens developed severe cardiomyopathy, 

suggesting that inflammatory cardiomyopathy in Chagas 

disease could be a genetically-driven autoimmune disease 

that occurs in the absence of T. cruzi parasites.79–81 This may 

explain why T. cruzi acute infections seem asymptomatic, 

but progress to chronic infection in approximately a third of 

cases after several decades (Figure 1).

Dog models
Dogs are an important reservoir of the parasite and are con-

sidered as a good model to study the pathogenesis of T. cruzi 

infection, in particular the immunopathogenic mechanisms 

involved in chronic chagasic infection.82 The use of larger 

animal models is, however, associated with prohibitive costs. 

In naturally infected stray dogs, 3/9 seropositive dogs pre-

sented ECG alterations.83 A series of other small studies in 

dogs infected with T. cruzi strains reported ECG alterations.84 

Dogs have also been investigated as experimental models 

for acute and chronic phases of Chagas disease, before and 

after BZN treatment (using the same regimen as in humans). 

Outcomes reflected those reported in human clinical trials 

in both disease phases. The study also reported that tests for 

monitoring cure were similar to those obtained in human 

trials.36

Non-human primate models
Non-human primates (NHPs, eg, baboons, macaques, and 

capuchin monkeys) have been explored as models for Chagas 

disease.85–93 Early studies in capuchin monkeys revealed that 

ECG changes in infected monkeys correlated with specific 

anatomic lesions, but a later study reported that capuchin 

monkeys infected with different T. cruzi strains showed no 

ECG abnormalities, and only 3/12 monkeys exhibited chronic 

myocarditis at autopsy.90,92 Another study in seropositive 
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baboons used myocardial contrast ECG to investigate the 

pathogenesis of chagasic cardiomyopathy. Chagasic heart 

disease was present in 4/17 seropositive baboons, but there 

was no significant difference in the coronary microcirculation 

pattern, suggesting preservation of microvascular integrity.94 

GI alterations were observed in capuchin monkeys infected 

with three T. cruzi strains (CA1, Colombian, or Tulahuen). 

Analyses showed enlargement and dilation of the colon in 

3/18 infected animals.95

Outcome measures and test  
of cure: readouts
Methods for measuring treatment outcomes in animal mod-

els are a potential source of variability (Table 3). Problems 

related to Chagas disease treatment are the unsatisfactory 

evaluation of therapy efficacy and diagnosis of cure. Outcome 

measures must convincingly demonstrate parasitological 

cure. In that respect, animal models have the advantage of 

allowing parasite assessment in both blood and organs.

Parasitemia and parasite suppression can be quantified 

under a microscope with a hemocytometer. Microscopy as a 

test for parasitemia is not only limited in sensitivity, but also 

in the time frame during which it is useful. Because parasites 

may circulate at low levels in the blood or may integrate tis-

sues, this technique is only useful during the acute infection 

phase, and is not suitable for demonstrating cure.96

More sensitive methods include xenodiagnosis, hemocul-

ture, or PCR on blood or tissues such as cardiac and skeletal 

muscle, but negative readings do not consistently correspond 

with parasitological cure.96,97 Nucleic acid-based assays such 

as quantitative PCR offer the highest sensitivity and lowest 

detection limit, with the caveat that blood is not an indicative 

tissue for chronic infection.

Treatment success can be assessed by the disappearance 

of specific anti-T. cruzi IgG antibodies (seroconversion), 

while therapeutic failure is gauged by parasite persistence. 

Unfortunately, due to the nature of the disease in humans, 

serological markers may take up to 10 years to disappear.98 

Variable seroconversion rates were reported for patients in 

Guatemala vs Bolivia treated with BZN, further highlight-

ing the complexity and heterogeneity of the disease: the 

variability in apparent treatment effectiveness may reflect 

differences in patient and parasite populations, and illus-

trates the limitations of current treatments and measures of 

efficacy.99

In animal models, one of the most sensitive methods to eval-

uate cure is achieved following immunosuppressive therapy 

(eg, cyclophosphamide) after completion of drug treatment.23 

Immunosuppressive therapy rekindles blood parasitemia, 

and allows for the detection of residual infection.46,100,101 This 

approach is not representative of the natural course of infection 

(except in immunosuppressed hosts), and it may be preferable 

to keep the immune system intact when developing drugs for 

Chagas disease. There is also no guarantee that immunosup-

pressive treatment would remove all parasites from tissues, 

and this has to be assessed using different techniques. This 

knowledge gap remains to be tested.

A more representative mouse model of Chagas disease 

might require following the infection for 6 months to a year 

post-therapy without immunosuppression. Given the aver-

age lifespan of a mouse (~2–3 years), this would be akin to 

following the clinical course in human infection for 10–20 

years with the goal of preventing progression to severe and 

life-threatening cardiac or GI manifestations. In other words, 

if the disease-free interval could be extended from 10 years 

to 30 years, then this would certainly be a valid therapeutic 

outcome, even if some parasites remained in circulation. The 

disadvantages of this model would be the delay in obtaining 

results, and experiments would be much more labor-intensive 

and expensive.

Animal models do not reflect human immunity, which is 

an issue from a drug development standpoint. There is evi-

dence that some patients may spontaneously cure infection 

through a directed immune response.102 This is another reason 

why immunosuppression is not considered a valid test of a 

drug lead. If T. cruzi-infected mice were given a compound 

that significantly reduces parasite load to undetectable lev-

els by hemoculture 30 days after infection, then the human 

host might eliminate the remaining cryptic parasites via an 

immune response. Courses of immunosuppression would not 

provide infected hosts a chance for the immune response to 

operate and add to the effect of the drug.

Since the role of immunosuppression remains unclear, 

some researchers compromise by defining parasitological 

cure as: no blood parasites by direct diagnostic methods 

such as microhematocrit concentration method or PCR in 

blood and/or target tissues (mainly skeletal muscle, heart, 

and brain), no parasitemia reactivation after drug discontinu-

ation, and no reactivation of parasitemia after four weekly 

cycles of cyclophosphamide at 200 mg/kg. This immuno-

suppression schedule leads to reactivation for most drugs, 

including BZN, even in models with “BZN susceptible”  

T. cruzi strains.43 However, it is not established which tissues 

should be sampled, thus limiting PCR as a readout tool, as 

false negatives could be observed if the wrong tissue was 

sampled. PCR is technically demanding, requires the right 
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primers, and is associated with a high contamination risk with 

foreign or T. cruzi DNA. Moreover, parasite persistence in 

humans may differ from that of animals.

Reservoirs of parasites in heart muscle tissue, skeletal 

muscle, and the GI tract have been described in addition to 

those in adipose tissue. As discussed, candidate drugs would 

therefore need to have the appropriate DMPK properties and 

mechanism of action (MoA) in order to reach these tissues 

(ie, good volume of distribution).22 In addition to reducing 

the number of animals used, non-invasive bioluminescent 

models may be very useful tools to assess parasite integra-

tion into tissues and drug penetration. Real-time monitoring 

of mice infected with transgenic parasites containing the 

luciferase gene, supplemented with quantitative tissue PCR 

to confirm the tissue parasite persistence, allows for in vivo 

imaging and semi-quantitative evaluation of efficacy through 

time.19,20,103 Combined with existing techniques, this highly 

sensitive in vivo imaging system based on bioluminescent 

T. cruzi might prove a useful tool in drug development 

programs, in successfully defining efficacy outcomes and 

setting a cure criterion.

The lack of a standardized optimal marker for indicating 

parasitological cure and limitations of systems for assessing 

drug efficacy both in vitro and in vivo are important obstruc-

tions in the development of more effective drugs for Chagas 

disease (Table 3).104 It is not clear whether results obtained in 

an acute model can be applied to a chronic model of disease. 

In general, the efficacy of a drug could be demonstrated by 

improvement of prognosis and the absence of chronic Chagas 

disease manifestations.

What is the most appropriate 
animal model for translation 
into humans?
Because of the variety and lack of standardization in available 

animal models, and the resulting difficulties in comparing 

experimental outcomes, it is unclear which animal model is 

the most appropriate for translation into humans. Differences 

between the pathological processes in mice and humans have 

led some researchers to question the validity of extrapolating 

findings from mouse models when informing therapeutic 

interventions, similar to concerns that have been raised in the 

field of malaria.105 However, despite variability and pitfalls 

(Tables 1, 3, and 4), most researchers feel that the mouse 

model is the most appropriate and well-understood for the 

drug screening process.

The target product profile (TPP) stipulates that the popu-

lation for which treatment is intended should ideally include 

patients in both the acute and the chronic indeterminate 

phases of the disease, although a treatment for patients in 

the chronic indeterminate phase only is acceptable (Table 5). 

Given that the dog, rabbit, and NHP animal models show 

progression to a chronic phase that more closely reflects 

human disease (Table 4), it may be concluded that these are 

the best available in vivo models. Indeed, other models that 

do not progress beyond the acute or indeterminate phases may 

Table 5 Target product profile (2010)

Acceptable Ideal

Target population Chronic Chronic and acute (reactivations) 
Strains Tci, Tcii, Tcv, and Tcvi All
Distribution All areas All areas
Adult/children Adult All
Clinical efficacy Non-inferior to benznidazole in all endemic regions 

(parasitological) 
Superiority to benznidazole to different phases 
of disease (acute and chronic) (parasitological)

Safety Superiority to benznidazole
Three Ce plus two standard Le or eCG during treatment

Superiority to benznidazole
No Ce or Le or eCG needed during treatment

Activity against resistant strains Not necessary Active against nitrofuran- and nitroimidazole-
resistant Trypanosoma cruzi strains

Contraindications Pregnancy/lactation None
Precautions No genotoxicity; no significant pro-arrythmic potential No genotoxicity; no teratogenicity; no negative 

inotropic effect; significant pro-arrythmic 
potential

interactions No clinically significant interaction with anti-hypertensive, 
anti-arrythmic and anticoagulants drugs

None

Presentation Oral Oral
Stability 3 years, climatic zone iv 5 years, climatic zone iv
Dosing regimen Comparable to systemic antifungal treatments Once daily/30days

Abbreviations: Ce, clinical event; eCG, electrocardiography; Le, laboratory event.
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either identify inefficient chronic phase compounds or miss 

them altogether. Importantly, a suitable animal model does 

not necessarily need to closely reproduce human disease, only 

to find an acceptable balance between relevance to human 

disease and capacity to answer a specific hypothesis. Once 

a drug with appropriate DMPK properties is identified, the 

ideal animal model should be able to demonstrate: 1) non-

inferiority or superiority to BZN; 2) parasitemia suppres-

sion (with the goal of parasite elimination or sterile cure) 

and/or improvement of symptoms associated with chronic 

disease; 3) which tissues the drug penetrates; 4) whether 

drug pharmacokinetic (PK) correlate with pharmacody-

namic (PD) properties or efficacy (PK/PD relationships). 

From the testable hypothesis viewpoint, if a compound has 

adequate DMPK properties, it may be efficient in both acute 

and chronic stages. It is essential that drug discovery and 

product development are committed to clinical research, 

as stipulated in the US FDA Critical Path Initiative, which 

aims to improve the drug development process, the quality 

of evidence generated, and the clinical outcomes of drugs by 

incorporating recent scientific advances.14

In drug screening, a standardized mouse–parasite combi-

nation with a non-lethal strain and dose (eg, CD1 male mice 

with Brazil strain or Swiss mice with Y strain) with defined 

age and weight is considered as a good starting point. Testing 

a drug candidate against the BZN standard of care in an acute 

model, followed by a chronic model and by further testing 

in a higher order mammal would inform decision making 

before proceeding to a clinical trial in humans. Some believe 

that screening in an NHP might be more representative of 

prognosis in humans: posaconazole was effective in murine 

models but not in baboons and humans, highlighting the need 

for standardization and optimization of the drug screening 

process. There is no evidence supporting an NHP model as 

being more predictive of clinical outcome.

It has been suggested that using so-called BZN-resistant 

T. cruzi strains may be better for chronic disease models. 

This is debatable, as resistant strains might not be appropri-

ate to compare efficacy of a new compound against BZN, at 

least during the first steps of drug screening.13 Most patients 

in clinical practice do not present BZN-resistant strains 

and there is no clinical evidence of resistance to BZN. The 

choice of comparator drugs as controls is also the subject of 

discussion. In addition to testing new compounds against 

the positive control of BZN, an infected untreated placebo 

group can be used as a negative control.

An ideal chronic model should reproduce several aspects 

of Chagas disease: symptoms and lesions, immune response, 

and human PK/PD. The best chronic model would offer tests 

for IgG negativity, negative parasitemia, positive serology, 

high survival rates, and measures of alterations and inflam-

mation markers in heart and other organs. A consensus 

on preclinical studies validation needs to be agreed on, 

conducted with common criteria and repeatable results that 

could be compared between research groups. If the candidate 

compound showed good parasite response without toxicity in 

animal studies, then it would then be appropriate to initiate 

a human Phase I clinical study.

Which steps could be undertaken 
to reduce variability and improve 
predictability?
It is established that animal studies are not without flaws 

and might not provide adequate answers to allow trans-

lation into humans, due to discordance between animal 

models and clinical disease or publication bias.106 The main 

reasons are assigned either to inadequate animal data, poor 

methodologies, overoptimistic conclusions and misinter-

pretations derived from studies, or simply to biological dif-

ferences between animals and humans that complicate data 

interpretation.107 In light of the frequent failure of investiga-

tional drugs during clinical translation, a systematic review 

of preclinical research guidelines intended to improve the 

design and execution of in vivo animal studies identified the 

most recurrent recommendations in experimental practice, 

providing a basis for developing, standardizing, and improv-

ing preclinical research guidelines for specific diseases.108  

In vitro compound efficacy should be determined in drug 

assays under controlled conditions and from normalized data, 

and this parameter should be considered a key in determining 

T. cruzi susceptibility to a compound, before proceeding to 

in vivo efficacy evaluations. Data generated in a suitable and 

validated animal model should serve to build confidence and 

move a compound forward together with other data.

Standardization of animal and parasite 
strains
For the purposes of experimental evaluation of compound 

efficacy, controlling for certain factors (such as mouse lin-

eage, age, sex, or parasite strain) might limit variability and 

enable better reproducibility of results. Standardization of 

the “primary” parasite strain used would also help reduce 

variability in experimental outcomes. The use of a para-

site strain that induces cardiac lesions in a chronic disease 

experimental model is advisable. Owing to newly developed 

bioluminescence techniques,19,20,103 ease of infection and 
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parasite distribution could be measured and used to make an 

informed choice. Any “hit” compound worth pursuing would 

be expected to work against all parasite strains.

The breeding methodology of the animal host is another 

factor affecting variability. The use of inbred mice strains is 

said to minimize biological diversity and allows experiment-

to-experiment comparison. For the purposes of toxicology 

and drug development, inbred strains are recommended, to 

control for individual differences and obtain valid and repeat-

able results.109 Commonly used BALB/c mice are an example 

of inbred strain susceptible to T. cruzi infection that yield 

uniform and repeatable treatment responses.42,110

Standardization of analytical tools
Over the last few years, new technologies and development 

of in vitro tools such as high throughput screening and dose–

response curves, parasite stage-specific assays, and time-kill 

and washout/reversibility assays have proved useful in drug 

discovery and development.5 Questions addressed by animal 

models should be clearly defined, eg, parasite eradication or 

parasite load reduction. In the example of parasite eradication, 

relevant readout methods that allow the measurement of this 

objective are required, possibly using BZN as a benchmark. 

An enzyme-linked aptamer (ELA) assay detected residual 

parasitemia in treated mice, suggesting that the ELA assay 

can be used in drug discovery to assess treatment efficacy  

in vivo.111 Analytical tools used to assess cure (eg, biolumines-

cent mouse models, PCR, and ELA) need to be standardized 

to allow for better reproducibility of results. For instance, in 

the acute model, mortality has been used as an endpoint to test 

compound efficacy. Other endpoints include measuring para-

sitemia rather than survival. This endpoint is considered more 

valuable in animal models, and allows for a more quantitative 

assessment of exposure response. In other words, it may be 

preferable to infect with a sublethal amount of parasite and 

then measure parasitemia (the “tissue burden” model).

Pooled parasitemia and PK data could be used to develop 

mathematical semi-mechanistic models not only to describe the 

exposure-response, but also to aid in the translation from in vitro 

to in vivo, and from animal models to human projections. The 

use of such tools could add a level of objectivity to the analysis 

and allow for a fuller understanding of the parasite’s growth 

cycle and of drug regimens and efficacy. Failure to properly 

predict a drug’s PK profile at the preclinical stage can be the 

reason for failing to demonstrate favorable clinical response.

Standardization of treatment protocols
The timing of treatment initiation, dosing regimen, and 

treatment duration may all affect outcomes (Tables 1 and 3).  

These parameters have not been systematically compared 

or established. A drug should ideally rapidly kill parasites 

within 1 week of infection, in order to avoid development 

of drug resistance.112 It is generally agreed that treatment 

should be initiated after parasite detection in peripheral 

blood. In an experimental setting, time to parasite detection 

varies depending on the T. cruzi strain and the host (usually 

4–10 days). In practice, however, and according to the TPP 

(Table 5), the objective is to treat after the acute phase peak 

during the chronic phase (Figure 1), which may prove dif-

ficult to adapt to a lead optimization program, as short assay 

durations are preferred. However, a way to overcome this 

issue is to infect different cohorts at regular intervals, so that 

there are mice available for testing compounds in the chronic 

stage of infection.

In acute phase models, treatment is initiated soon after 

infection, which does not reflect clinical conditions, since the 

parasite does not go through its complete life cycle. Other 

infection models postulate treatment initiation 4–7 days after 

infection when all infected animals present patent parasitemia 

(at least 10–12 K bloodstream trypomastigotes/mL), allowing 

the parasite to go through at least one life cycle. In such a 

model, it may take approximately 20 days of BZN treatment 

to see a cure in mice. For the purposes of the TPP, one should 

aim to keep this duration under 20 days.

In chronic phase models, treatments can be initiated 

after the acute phase parasitemia peak. There appears to be 

a correlation between activity against T. cruzi strains and 

the time required to exert trypanocidal effects. Establishing 

the appropriate dosing regimen that provides adequate drug 

levels and does not lead to low levels that would introduce 

selective pressure is important. From a patient perspective, a 

treatment duration of #60 days of the BZN standard of care 

is necessary, because an antichagasic agent that requires a 

longer time to achieve efficacy compared with BZN may 

lead to drug resistance.

Dosing regimens depend on the PK properties and MoA of 

the candidate drug. Compound efficacy may vary depending 

on the class of compound or the regimen used (eg, frequency 

and duration of treatment, prolonged low dose, or short high 

dose). For example, BZN is effective in curing dogs infected 

with the T. cruzi Y strain when administered for 60 days, 

whereas 90 days of treatment were required with albacon-

azole.113 Commonly used dosing regimens in mice range 

from 20 to 28 days, once or twice a day (depending on drug 

properties) on consecutive days, by the oral route. However, 

this dosing regimen was established without any clear ratio-

nale (other than mimicking human treatment to some extent). 

Alternative schedules should be investigated, including 
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combined treatment protocols.103 In light of data suggest-

ing that BZN serum concentration is suboptimal in chronic 

disease patients with the standard treatment regimen,114 there 

is an urgent need to understand how and when BZN and 

other compounds are curative. This knowledge could then 

be applied to the development of in vivo assays that can 

correlate and possibly predict clinical performance of new 

drug candidates.

Conclusion
Before testing compounds in Proof of Concept (Phase II PoC) 

clinical studies, a consensus on preclinical studies validation 

is required. A main common goal in Chagas disease drug 

discovery and development should be to improve the predict-

ability of test hypotheses and models designed for translation 

to human disease. A standardized predictive Chagas disease in 

vivo model for drug discovery and for the study of treatment 

efficacy needs developing and validating. A better under-

standing of animal models and of Chagas disease treatment 

will be achieved through the generation of systematic data 

obtained via the drug discovery process. Ultimately, valida-

tion of the findings will only occur in clinical trials.

Innovation on processes and assays for successful drug 

discovery and development for Chagas disease is crucial. 

Chagas disease drug discovery programs would benefit from 

the establishment of a translational platform composed of 

in vitro and in vivo preclinical assays that could confidently 

predict the efficacy of drug candidates in clinical trials, 

allowing for early termination of compounds that do not 

meet required criteria.

Pathological differences between mice and humans have 

raised concerns regarding extrapolation of findings from 

mouse models. These are nevertheless considered the most 

appropriate and well-understood models for initial drug 

screening processes. Experimental infection models should 

not necessarily accurately reflect human disease, but must 

retain the potential to address clinically relevant issues, 

including tissue tropism, symptoms, immune response, and 

human PK/PD. No model has so far combined these aspects. 

The chronic Chagas disease model would ideally offer tests 

for IgG negativity, negative parasitemia, positive serology, 

survival, and measures of inflammation markers in the heart 

and other organs. Ideally, test drugs need to access all areas 

that the parasite accesses, highlighting the importance of 

detecting parasite levels in host tissue. Failure to include 

adequate penetration into the tissues could lead to a lack of 

efficacy and generate parasite resistance.

From a predictable animal model standpoint, considering 

the unknowns regarding disease progression and the paucity 

of available compounds, it would be ideal if all models (both 

in vitro and in vivo) collected data on parasitemia, drug PK, 

and MoA in every experiment. These would be helpful in 

predicting potential safety issues and monitoring specific 

parameters during drug development.

Drug discovery in chronic Chagas disease is associated 

with translational challenges, in that research data need 

to translate to assays compatible with drug discovery and 

development processes. Translation of data from in vitro to 

in vivo models and from animals to humans needs improv-

ing. Researchers in the field of chronic Chagas disease drug 

development need to ensure that the models used address the 

right questions. Available preclinical assays should be further 

expanded, for instance by evaluating PK/PD relationships 

and developing biomarkers to test for treatment efficacy. 

Data from in vitro assays, animal models, and from the clinic 

must be compared and standardized, to improve therapy for 

Chagas disease patients. Current developments in the field 

are moving in the right direction, with new technologies and 

models being assessed and the generation of systematic data 

with the objective of standardizing Chagas disease animal 

models. As the statistician George Box stated: “Essentially, 

all models are wrong, but some are useful”.115 Indeed, as for 

other diseases, animal models are a simplification of reality 

but can help explain and interpret data and possibly predict 

efficacy of compounds in humans or build drug developers’ 

confidence in moving compounds forward into clinical trials. 

In the long run, only human clinical trial data will validate 

a standardized animal model.
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